By using broadband dielectric spectroscopy in the radiofrequency and microwave range we studied the magnetoelectric dynamics in the multiferroic chiral antiferromagnet MnWO4. Above the multiferroic phase transition at TN2 ≈ 12.6 K we observe a critical slowing down of the corresponding magnetoelectric fluctuations resembling the soft-mode behavior in canonical ferroelectrics. This electric field driven excitation carries much less spectral weight than ordinary phonon modes. Also the critical slowing down of this mode scales with an exponent larger than one which is expected for magnetic second order phase transition scenarios. Therefore the investigated dynamics have to be interpreted as the softening of an electrically active magnetic excitation, an electromagnon.
By using broadband dielectric spectroscopy in the radiofrequency and microwave range we studied the magnetoelectric dynamics in the multiferroic chiral antiferromagnet MnWO4. Above the multiferroic phase transition at TN2 ≈ 12.6 K we observe a critical slowing down of the corresponding magnetoelectric fluctuations resembling the soft-mode behavior in canonical ferroelectrics. This electric field driven excitation carries much less spectral weight than ordinary phonon modes. Also the critical slowing down of this mode scales with an exponent larger than one which is expected for magnetic second order phase transition scenarios. Therefore the investigated dynamics have to be interpreted as the softening of an electrically active magnetic excitation, an electromagnon. The field of magnetoelectric multiferroics has continuously grown and meanwhile constitutes an established research area in condensed matter physics 1, 2 . In single phase multiferroics magnetic and electric order coexist and often, in the case of magnetoelectric coupling, form a common order parameter. One meanwhile well studied mechanism for intrinsic magnetoelectric coupling is based on the inverse Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction in partially frustrated spiral magnets 3, 4 . This scenario of ferroelectricity, which is driven directly by complex magnetism, provides the underlying mechanism e.g. for the family of orthorhombic rare earth manganites RMnO 3 , from which the renewed interest in magnetoelectric multiferroicity started about 10 years ago 5, 6 . In these compounds a non-collinear cycloidal spin-structure is formed, which leads to a coherent distortion of the Mn-O-Mn bonds resulting in a ferroelectric polarization. However, the formation of a multiferroic phase with a complex, hybrid order parameter raises questions concerning the dynamics of corresponding fluctuations.
The elementary excitations within an ordered multiferroic phase are called electromagnons and were detected, e.g., in orthorhombic manganites [7] [8] [9] . Electromagnons combine the excitation of the magnetic structure with a polar lattice distortion and can be regarded as magnons excitable by an electric field. These excitations are typically located at terahertz frequencies below the ordinary phonon region. Moreover, this type of excitation may be associated with the symmetry breaking Goldstone-mode of the multiferroic order 8, 10, 11 . This would imply that similar to generic ferroelectrics the softening of this mode has to be expected near the second order phase transition. Thus, such a soft-mode scenario also should influence the dynamic response of fluctuations above the onset of static multiferroic order and implies electromagnon excitations even above the multiferroic phase 12, 13 .
MnWO 4 belongs to the above described type of compounds, in which the ferroelectricity is driven by the onset of chiral spin order via the inverse DM interaction [14] [15] [16] . The spin-system undergoes a sequence of phase transitions: Cooling down from the paramagnetic high temperature phase at T N 3 = 13.5 K an incommensurate, collinear antiferromagnetic, sinusoidal spindensity wave with an easy spin-axis within the ac-plane emerges. At T N 2 ≈ 12.6 K a second order transition into a non-collinear phase with cycloidal spin-structure. This is the actual multiferroic phase in which the spatial inversion symmetry is broken and a finite electric polarization along the b-direction is established [14] [15] [16] . The ferroelectricity is lost again below a first-order phase transition at T N 1 ≈ 7.6 K where the system realizes a commensurate and collinear spin-order. Thus the multiferroic phase lies in the temperature range T N 1 = 7.6 K < T < T N 2 = 12.6 K, embedded between a paraelectric phase with collinear sinusoidal spin order at higher T and a paraelectric phase with collinear antiferromagnetic spin order at lower T . It is also possible to destabilize the cycloidal spin-structure with an external magnetic field along the b-axis 15, 16 . The field continuously bends the spins out of the ac-plane, transforming the planar cycloidal spin-structure into a conical one until the sinusoidal phase is restored. Thus not only temperature but also magnetic field can act as control parameter for the multiferroic order. The corresponding (H, T )-diagram is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this article we report on spectroscopic investigations of the complex permittivity in high quality MnWO 4 single crystals for frequencies from 30 MHz to 1.8 GHz in order to shed light on the dynamical dielectric response of the magnetoelectric fluctuations on approaching the multiferroic phase transition.
The single crystals of MnWO 4 used for sample preparation were grown from the melt using a top-seeded growth technique 18 . The crystals were structurally and magnetically characterized revealing the expected monoclinic space group P2/c 17 and the above described sequence of phase transitions at T N 1 ≈ 7.6 K, T N 2 ≈ 12.6 K, and T N 3 ≈ 13.5 K [14] [15] [16] . The complex, frequency dependent dielectric response ε * (f ) was measured on plate-shaped samples using a home-made coaxial-line inset in a commercial 4 He-flow magneto-cryostat (Quantum-Design PPMS) and evaluated from the complex transmission coefficient (S * 12 ) as determined via a vector network analyzer (Rohde & Schwarz). All measurements were performed with the electric field along the crystallographic b-axis, the direction in which the spontaneous ferroelectric moment points in zero external magnetic field 15, 16 . The measurements of the complex permittivity were carried out in a frequency range from 10 MHz to 2 GHz with driving-fields of the order E ac ≤ 1 V/mm. In all cases, the contacts were applied to the plate-shaped singlecrystal samples using silver paint in sandwich geometry with a typical electrode area of A ≈ 2 mm 2 and a sample thickness of d ≈ 0.3 mm. The uncertainty in the determination of the exact sample geometry together with additional (but constant) contributions of stray capacitances results in an uncertainty in the absolute values for the permittivity of up to 30 %.
Usually, in multiferroic compounds measurements of the dielectric permittivity are performed at one single frequency, e.g. 1 kHz or 10 kHz, in order to determine the transition temperatures. 5, [14] [15] [16] In proper ferroelectrics one expects divergent behavior for the quasi-static permittivity on approaching the phase transition, even though ε (T ) always will stay finite due to damping 19 . In improper ferroelectrics, such as the regarded multiferroics, where the ferroelectric component acts only as a secondary order parameter, the "divergence" of ε (T ) is only mimicked by a small anomaly, which usually is even smaller than dielectric background ε ∞ , which results from the phononic polarizability of the lattice and is non-dispersive in the sub-phononic frequency range. In MnWO 4 this dielectric background is ε ∞ ≈ 15, while the additional contribution due to the onset of ferroelectricity at T N 2 stays below ∆ε ≤ 1 [14] [15] [16] . The small weight of the anomaly at the transition compared to the dielectric background reflects, that the ferroelectric moment of the multiferroic phase is nearly four orders of magnitude smaller than in ordinary ferroelectrics 19 . traction allows to make use of the high relative resolution of the measurement system. For lower frequencies ∆ε (T ) shows the critical, i.e. divergent, behavior expected for a second order phase transition. A divergent static susceptibility results from a diverging spatial correlation length. However, to capture the behavior of the dynamical susceptibility the increasing correlation time of the fluctuations has to be taken into account as well. These time scales should show up in the experiment as dispersive dielectric response. Indeed we find dispersion at temperatures above the transition in the higher frequency measurements of ε (T ) (upper panel of Fig. 2 ) which break away from the quasi-static divergent behavior when the experimental frequency of the stimulus meets the fluctuation rate. Correspondingly, contributions to the dielectric loss ε (T, f ) appear, as monitored in the lower panel of Fig. 2 . These dispersive features can be parametrized using an effective relaxation time τ c , which represents the fluctuation lifetime and which has to increase on approaching the continuous phase transition. The corresponding Debye-type relaxation spectra, i.e. a step in ε (f ) accompanied by a peak in ε (f ), are displayed for different temperatures in the upper panels of Fig. 3 . When the corresponding relaxation rate is met by the angular excitation frequency (1/τ c = ω = 2πf ), the regarded loss features occur and the permittivity deviates from its static limit. At T N 2 , where τ c (T ) is largest, the higher frequency response forms a characteristic minimun in ε (T ), which can be taken as finger-print for such a critical slowing down scenario 19, 20 . The inset of Fig. 2 It should be noted that these findings can clearly be distinguished from any relaxation phenomena driven by defects or quenched disorder. Electrical random fields are known to lead to the formation of relaxor ferroelectric phases 25, 26 and localized carriers may lead to trapped polarons, coupled to the magnetic ordering 29, 30 . The experimental signature of such effects may indeed may be broad relaxation features but none of these pinning induced freezing scenarios is able to explain the observed minimum ε (T ), which results from the critical "softening" and "re-hardening" of the fluctuation rate going trough a continuous phase transition. However, below the transition in the ordered multiferroic phase these critical dynamics can be masked by contributions of domains and domain-walls, respectively 27, 28 . Therefore, we will restrict the evaluation of the dynamics to the region T > T N 2 in the following.
Experimentally the critical time scale is defined by the step in ∆ε (f ) and the peak in the corresponding loss spectra ε (f ) (see upper panels of Fig. 3 ). This position of the loss maximum at different temperatures determines the relaxation rate ω c = 1/τ c = 2πf p . Even though the data are limited by experimental resolution due to the relatively small dielectric contribution, it is possible to evaluate them with respect to an effective peak frequency f p (T ). The result is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3 : The relaxation rate (denoting the inverse correlation time) continuously diminishes approaching the multiferroic transition.
The relationship between the critical slowing down of the fluctuation dynamics and the critical increase of the quai-static permittivity towards the transition can be understood in analogy to the softening of a polar lattice mode in proper ferroelectrics, as described by the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller (LST) relation ε s ∝ ω −2 0 , where ω 0 is the angular eigenfrequency of the undamped mode and ε s denotes the static permittivity 19 . Considering a constant damping Γ such a softening mode becomes overdamped in the vicinity of a phase transition and can be described via a critical timescale τ c ≈ Γ/ω 2 0 . So, the LSTrelation for the overdamped case transforms to ε s ∝ τ c , which corresponds to the mean field result for dynamic critical scaling 21 . The validity of this scaling is demonstrated by the temperature dependence of the inverse permittivity contribution at low frequency 1/∆ε s ∝ 1/τ c as displayed in the lower panel of Fig. 3 (right scale,  * ) .
The relaxation rate ω c = 1/τ c decreases continuously on approaching the multiferroic transition, resembling the behavior of an overdamped soft-mode, like in proper ferroelectrics 19 . However, in the present case the driving order parameter is of magnetic origin and the corresponding excitations are of electromagnonic nature 8 . Therefore, no distinct softening of a phonon mode may The inverse of the real part of the permittivity measured at f = 30 MHz.
be observed but only the transfer of much less optical weight from a phonon to a softening electromagnon may occur 22 . Even so it is difficult to evaluate the optical weight σ (ω)dω = ε 0 ωε (ω)dω from our dielectric data (middle frame of Fig. 3 ) due to the limited frequency span, one can estimate a lower boundary which would be compatible with an optical weight six orders of magnitude smaller than that for the lowest optical phonon in MnWO 4 22,23 or for the dominant electromagnon excitation in the cycloidal phase of TbMnO 3 7 , which however, is mediated via a different coupling mechanism 24 . This meets the findings of an only very small spectral weight transfer from phonons to the electromagnon investigated by IR-spectroscopy 22 . Thus we claim that MnWO 4 , compared to e.g. TbMnO 3 , possesses a significantly weaker magnetoelectric coupling and therefore the electro-magnonic excitation in electric field possesses only small spectral weight.
We tried to parameterize the critical slowing down scenario using the expression
γ . Fitting the data yields a critical exponent of γ ≈ 1.3. While the exact value should not be overrated due to the measurement uncertainty, it is remarkable that it differs from the canonical expectation for proper ferroelectrics where γ = 1. This again points to the predominantly magnetic nature of the multiferroic transition. Using the Ginzburg-Landau expansion for MnWO 4 done by Tolédano et. al. 31 , we can identify the transition at T N 2 as being in the 3D-Ising universality class, in agreement with the literature 35, 36 . The critical slowing down is therefore described by an overdamped Ising-order parameter, known as kinetic Ising model or Model A 21 . The dynamical exponent z characteristic for these models describes the critical behavior of the relaxation time τ c and is related to the measured exponent via γ = νz, where ν is the critical exponent of the correlation length. 21 The exponent z has been calculated to 4-loop order by Prudnikov et. al. 38 as z = 2.017. An overview over different techniques and comparison to numerical values can be found in Folk et. al. 37 . With the exponent ν ≈ 0.6304 calculated by Guida and Zinn-Justin 39 we get νz ≈ 1.272, which is in very good agreement with our experimental findings. A detailed derivation of the exponent νz can be found in the supplement material 40 . It is in accordance to canonical ferroelectrics that for the regarded frequency range up to roughly 1 GHz the measured loss features appear in a temperature regime of only 2 % of T N 2 above the transition. This agrees with the picture that the fluctuations of the magnetoelectric order parameter in MnWO 4 are of three-dimensional nature like in ferroelectrics and thus do not extend to temperatures high above the ordering transition as it can be the case, e.g., for low-dimensional magnets.
The critical slowing down scenario of the fluctuation dynamics can also be demonstrated for the magneticfield-driven transition. Applying a magnetic field along the crystallographic b-axis weakens the chiral magnetic structure and shifts the phase boundary towards lower temperatures 15, 16 . At T = 12 K a small variation of the external magnetic field around the critical value µ 0 H c = 7.3 T allows to change continuously between the chiral multiferroic and the sinusoidal collinear magnetic phase. Fig. 4 shows data of the complex permittivity for similar frequencies, as shown in Fig. 2 , but this time as function of the normalized magnetic field. The results denote a qualitatively similar behavior: A characteristic minimum for the higher frequencies in ε and the occurrence of dielectric loss already at fields above H c probing the dissipative stimulation of fluctuations. Analogous to the case of temperature as control parameter, the critical fluctuation rates, as extracted from the loss maxima (inset of Fig. 4) were modeled with a function
νzH . Again we find a critical exponent larger than unity (νz H ≈ 1.3) .
Summarizing, we demonstrated for the first time the softening of a magnetic mode at a continuous multiferroic phase transition via the dynamical magnetoelectric response at GHz frequencies. Above the continuous multiferroic phase transition in MnWO 4 a critical slowing down of the ferroelectric fluctuations can be monitored via the evaluation of relaxational permittivity contributions in the GHz range for E||b, the crystallographic axis along which spontaneous polarization forms below T N 2 . The real part of the permittivity ε (T ) shows a characteristic minimum due to critical damping at the transition temperature, which is known from proper ferroelectrics exhibiting much higher values of permittivity or polarization. The corresponding loss spectra ε (ν) above T N 2 show characteristic maxima from which fluctuation rates can be determined. This scenario can be understood as the softening of an overdamped polar mode on approaching the multiferroic phase transition. However, the small spectral weight of this electric-field driven excitation suggests an (electro-)magnonic nature resulting from the only weak magnetoelectric coupling. The mode softening not only can be driven via temperature but also via an external magnetic field, in both cases yielding a critical exponent νz larger than unity. This points towards the predominantly magnetic origin of the underlying fluctuations, which are well described theoretically by a single overdamped magnetic 3D-Ising order-parameter. These results suggest to use other dynamical probes coupling directly to the magnetic fluctuations like spin-echo or inelastic neutron investigations. It will be interesting to compare these dynamical characteristics to multiferroics possessing different magnetoelectric coupling mechanisms.
This work has been funded by the DFG through SFB608 (Cologne) and research grant HE-3219/2-1 as well as the Institutional Strategy of the University of Cologne within the German Excellence Initiative. where ϕ = θ 1 − θ 2 31 , which they successfully employed in mean-field theory to describe the square-root temperature dependence of the polarization and the Cure-Weisstype behavior of the dielectric permittivity ε 0 yy 31 as measured by Taniguchi et. al 15, 31 . Above T N 3 in this picture both order parameters are zero on average, corresponding to the paramagnetic phase P 31 . The transition from the paramagnetic phase P to the incommensurate magnetic phase AF3 happens whenS 2 becomes critical at T N 3 , resulting in a non-vanishing equilibrium valuẽ S e 2 = 0 31 , which corresponds to a sinusoidal wave structure in the magnetic moments of the Mn 2+ as described by Mostovoy 33 and does not induce a Polarization. Moving to T N 2 , where the transition to the incommensurable elliptical spiral phase occurs,S 1 becomes critical withS 1 e = 0 and the phase difference ϕ is locked as ϕ = (2n + 1)π/2 31, 32, 35 . In the "spiral formulation" 33, 34 ν found using resummation techniques (for d = 3) done by Guida and Zinn-Justin 39 ν = 0.6304 ± 0.0013 (8) we get for the dynamical exponent of the relaxation time νz ≈ 1.272 (9) which is in agreement with the measured value νz ≈ 1.3. In accordance with the experimental observations this paints the picture that the critical dynamics of the Polarization are determined by an overdamped magnetic 3D-Ising order-parameter.
